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Abstract

Multi-zone sound control aims to reproduce multiple sound fields independently and simul-

taneously over different spatial regions within the same space. This paper investigates the

multi-zone sound control problem formulated in the modal domain using the Lagrange cost

function and provides a modal-domain analysis of the problem. The Lagrange cost function

is formulated to represent a quadratic objective of reproducing a desired sound field within

the bright zone and with constraints on sound energy in the dark zone and global region.

A fundamental problem in multi-zone reproduction is interzone sound interference, where

based on the geometry of the sound zones and the desired sound field within the bright

zone the achievable reproduction performance is limited. The modal-domain Lagrangian

solution demonstrates the intrinsic ill-posedness of the problem, based on which a parame-

ter, the coefficient of realisability, is developed to evaluate the reproduction limitation. The

proposed reproduction method is based on controlling the interference between sound zones

and sound leakage outside the sound zones, resulting in a suitable compromise between good

bright zone performance and satisfactory dark zone performance. The performance of the

proposed design is demonstrated through numerical simulations of two-zone reproduction in

free-field and in reverberant environments.
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I. Introduction

Multi-zone reproduction aims to extend spatial sound rendering over multiple regions of space

so that different listeners would enjoy their audio material simultaneously and independently

of each other but without physical isolation or using headphones. The concept of multi-zone

sound field control has recently drawn attention due to a whole range of audio applications,

such as controlling sound radiation from a personal audio device1, creating independent

sound zones in different kinds of enclosures (such as shared offices, private transportation

vehicles, exhibition centres, etc.)2, and generating quiet zones in a noisy environment3. A

single array of loudspeakers is used to control the reproduction of sound fields within multiple

regions. This arrangement allows sound zones to be produced at any desired location and also

the listener to freely move between zones thus can provide significant freedom and flexibility.

A variety of techniques have been proposed for sound field synthesis over a fairly large region

of space (or a single zone) using a loudspeaker array, such as the well-known Ambisonics,

Near-Field Compensated Higher-Order Ambisonics, Wave Field Synthesis, and multipoint

approach4. One of the current research interests in spatial audio is to further improve these

techniques with a thorough perceptual assessment5 and to use them for multi-zone sound

field control applications6.

Choi and Kim firstly formulated multi-zone reproduction as creating two kinds of sound

zones, the bright zone within which certain sounds with high acoustic energy are reproduced
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and the dark zone (or the quiet zone) within which the acoustic energy is kept at a low

level7. The proposed method is to maximise the ratio of the average acoustic energy density

in the bright zone to that in the dark zone, which is known as the acoustic contrast control

(ACC) method. Since then, different forms of contrast control based on the same principle

have been proposed, including an acoustic energy difference formulation8, direct and indirect

acoustic contrast formulations using the Lagrangian9. The technique has been implemented

in different personal audio systems in an anechoic chamber1 or in a car cabin2; over 19

dB contrast was achieved under the ideal condition while for real-time systems in the car

cabin the acoustic contrast was limited to a maximum value of 15 dB. This contrast control

method however does not impose a constraint on the phase of the sound field and thus cannot

control the spatial aspects of the reproduced sound field in the bright zone. A recent work by

Coleman et al. proposed to refine the cost function of the ACC with the aim of optimizing

the extent to which the reproduced sound field resembles a plane wave, thus optimising the

spatial aspects of the sound field10. Another issue in ACC is the self-cancellation problem

which results in a standing wave produced within the bright zone11.

The pressure matching (PM) approach aims to reproduce a desired sound field in the

bright zone while producing silence in the dark zone12. The approach uses a sufficiently

dense distribution of microphones within all the zones as the matching points and adopts the

least-squares method to control the pressure at each point. A constraint on the loudspeaker
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weight energy (or the array effort) is added to control the sound leakage outside the sound

zones and to ensure the implementation is robust against speaker positioning errors and

changes in the acoustic environment13. When the desired sound field in the bright zone is

due to a few virtual source directions, the multi-zone sound control problem can be solved

using a compressive sensing idea where the loudspeaker weights are regularised with the

L1 norm. This results in that only a few loudspeakers placed closely to the virtual source

directions are activated for reproduction14;15. More recent works have been focusing on the

combination of the ACC and PM formulations using the Lagrangian with a weighting factor

to tune the trade-off between the two performance measures, i.e., the acoustic contrast and

bright zone error (i.e., the reproduction error within the bright zone)16;17;18;19. The idea of

performing time-domain filters for personal audio was recently investigated20.

Modal-domain reproduction is based on representing the sound fields within different

zones through a spatial harmonic expansion. The local sound field coefficients are then

transformed to an equivalent global sound field using the harmonic translation theorem,

from which the loudspeaker weights are obtained using the mode matching approach21;22.

The modal-domain approach can provide insights into the multi-zone problem. For exam-

ple, through the modal domain analysis, a theoretical basis is established for creating two

sound zones with no interference23. Modal-domain sparsity analysis shows that a signifi-

cantly reduced number of microphone points could be used quite effectively for multi-zone
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reproduction over a wide frequency range24. The synthesis of sound fields with distributed

modal constraints and quiet zones having an arbitrary predefined shape have also been in-

vestigated25;26.

In this work, we investigate the multi-zone sound control problem formulated in the modal

domain using the Lagrange cost function. Based on modal-domain analysis, a parameter, the

coefficient of realisability, is developed to indicate the achievable reproduction performance

given the sound zone geometry and the desired sound field in the bright zone. We then

propose an algorithm to tune the reproduction performance between the dark zone and

bright zone. This is achieved by defining two Lagrange multipliers in the modal-domain

Lagrangian solution to control the interference between sound zones and sound leakages

outside the sound zones.

The paper considers the two-dimensional (2D) case for simplicity; however, the theory and

results can be easily extended to the three-dimensional (3D) case. The differences between

two approaches are that: (1) in the 2D approach the loudspeaker radiation attenuates with

1/
√
r while the attenuation of a 3D point source is in accordance with 1/r; and (2) the

translation relationship between coefficients of local and global sound zones are based on the

addition theorems of Bessel function and spherical Bessel function, respectively. Given the

same reproduction setup, i.e., the number of sound zones and their size, the 3D approach

that controls sound within a sphere would require more loudspeakers/microphones and a
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Figure 1: Geometry of multi-zone sound control.

higher computational complexity.

II. Review: Multi-zone Sound Control in Modal Domain

The objective of the general multi-zone problem is to produce a desired spatial sound field

in each of Q non-overlapping sound zones. As shown in Fig. 1, we assume that each sound

zone q has a radius Rq and its centre is denoted by Oq with respect to the global origin

O. Any observation point within a sound zone is represented by xq with respect to Oq, or

x = xq + Oq with respect to O. We use ‖ · ‖ and (̂·) to denote the magnitude and phase

angle of a vector. All sound zones are within a general region of interest of radius r0 ≥ r,

and the loudspeakers are placed on the boundary of this region.
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A. Representing sound fields in local zones and global region

The sound fields at any point xq ≡ (‖xq‖, x̂q) within a sound zone in 2D cylindrical coordi-

nates can be expressed in the form

P (q)(xq, k) ≈
Nq∑

n=−Nq

α(q)
n (k)Jn(k‖xq‖)einx̂q (1)

where x̂q = φxq , k = 2πf/c is the wave number with f being the frequency and c the

speed of sound. Jn(k‖xq‖) is the cylindrical Bessel function of order n, and α
(q)
n (k) is the

corresponding nth order sound field coefficient to describe a spatial sound field with respect

to Oq. Given the radius of the local sound zone Rq, wave number k, the truncation order

is Nq = dekRq/2e27, where d·e denotes the ceiling function and e = exp{1} is the Euler’s

number.

Analogous to Eq. (1), the sound field at the point x = (‖x‖, x̂) in the global system can

be represented by a finite number of cylindrical harmonics

P (x, k) ≈
N0∑

m=−N0

βm(k)Jm(k‖x‖)eimx̂, (2)

where N0 = dekr0/2e and r0 is the radius of the general region of interest including all sound

zones.

Consider the sound field in zone q characterised by a set of coefficients α
(q)
n (k), these

coefficients are with respect to the local origin Oq and can be related to the coefficients
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βm(k) with respect to the global origin O using the Bessel function addition theorem28 (or

the so-called translation theorem22), that is

Jm(k‖x‖)eimx̂ =

Nq∑
n=−Nq

Jm−n(krq)e
i(m−n)φqJn(k‖xq‖)einx̂q (3)

given x = xq + Oq and Oq ≡ {rq, φq} in the global system.

Thus, we have the following relation

α(q)
n (k) =

N0∑
m=−N0

Tnm(Oq, k)βm(k), (4)

where

Tnm(Oq, k) = Jm−n(krq)e
i(m−n)φq . (5)

Using the matrix-vector notation, we can represent this relationship in a compact form

as

Aq = TqB, (6)

where Aq = [α
(q)
−Nq

(k), . . . , α
(q)
Nq

(k)]T and B = [β−N0(k), . . . , βN0(k)]T are column vectors of

length (2Nq+1) and (2N0+1), respectively. Tq is the (2Nq+1)×(2N0+1) matrix representing

the translation from the global system to the local system, that is [Tq]ı, = Tnm(Oq, k) with

ı = m+Nq + 1 and  = n+N0 + 1 . Note that since each zone lies within the general region

of interest (or the global sound zone), N0 ≥ Nq. The wave number k has been deleted for

notational simplicity.
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B. Problem formulation

We now want to find the global sound field coefficients βn(k) from Q sets of local sound field

coefficients using Eq. (6). Three objective performance measures are defined for multi-zone

sound control. These are: (i) the acoustic contrast, that is the ratio of the average acoustic

energy density in the bright zone to that in the dark zone7, (ii) the bright zone error, that

is the normalised spatial average error between the desired and reproduced sound fields in

the bright zone12, and (iii) the array effort, that is proportional to the loudspeaker power

consumption to generate the desired multi-zone field29.

In this work, we take into account all three objective performance measures for multi-

zone reproduction and adopt the formulation using the combination of mode matching and

ACC to calculate the global sound field coefficients. The multi-zone reproduction problem is

formulated as finding the global sound field coefficients B to generate a desired sound field

in the bright zone Db characterised by its local coefficients Ab with constraints on the sound

energy in the dark zone Dd and the energy of the entire global sound field no more than ed

and eg, respectively. Thus, the problem we consider in this paper is as follows.

min
B
‖TbB −Ab‖2 (7)

subject to ‖TdB‖2 ≤ ed (7a)

‖B‖2 ≤ eg. (7b)
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Tb and Td are the translation matrices of the local bright zone and dark zone sound field

coefficients from the global system, respectively.

The presented formulation imposes a bound on the global sound energy ‖B‖2. As detailed

in Sec. IV-B, this is related to the array effort constraint. Equation (17) shows that the norm

of the loudspeaker weights are controlled by two elements, one is the norm of the entire global

sound field coefficients ‖B‖ and the other is the norm of the channel transfer matrix from

the produced sound field to the loudspeaker weights. Thus a constraint on ‖B‖2 controls

the effect of this vector on the array effort. In addition, as the channel transfer matrix can

be potentially ill-conditioned depending on the loudspeaker geometries and reproduction

environment, a regularisation is required to derive the loudspeaker driving signals given the

global sound field coefficients.

III. Lagrangian Formulation and Problem Analysis

We write the optimisation problem posed in Eq. (7) as a Lagrange cost function,

Bopt = argmin
B

L(B) = ‖TbB −Ab‖2 + λ1(‖TdB‖2 − ed) + λ2(‖B‖2 − eg), (8)

where λ1 and λ2 are positive Lagrange multipliers. The solution that minimises L(B) is

obtained by setting the derivative of L(B) with respect to B to zero,

[T ∗bTb + λ1T
∗
dTd + λ2I]B = T ∗bAb, (9)
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which yields

B = [T ∗bTb + λ1T
∗
dTd + λ2I]−1T ∗bAb, (10)

where (·)∗ denotes the Hermitian transpose and I is an identity matrix of dimension 2N0+1.

Note that the matrix to be inverted in Eq. (10) is of dimension (2N0 + 1)× (2N0 + 1) and

scales with the size of the global sound reproduction region. This formulation can easily be

extended to the case of Q sound zones, by augmenting additional dark zone constraints of

the form of (7a) to the Lagrange cost function [Eq. (8)]. Extending the formulation as such

requires solving for the greater number of Lagrange multipliers. In Sec. IV-A, the Newton’s

method is used to solve for Lagrange multipliers that satisfy the inequality constraints.

We firstly have the following comments.

• Mode matching vs ACC : The formulation in Eq. (10) provides a great deal of flexibility

to control multi-zone sound fields. The Lagrange multiplier λ1 determines the trade-off

between mode matching and ACC. For example, the case of λ1 = 1 implies that equal

effort is made to match the modes in the bright zone and to minimise the energy in

the dark zone. Decreasing the values of λ1 results in high reproduction accuracy in the

bright zone while increasing this value means that more emphasis is put on creating

a low level of sound in the dark zone, thus achieving an improved acoustic contrast

between zones.
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• Robustness issues : The Lagrange multiplier λ2 introduced for limiting the global sound

field energy can be interpreted as a partial constraint on the array effort. Given

the array effort is related to sound levels in the room, this constraint can ensure

the sound leakage outside the Q zones is not excessive. Referring to Eq. (10), the

first two terms T ∗bTb, T ∗dTd in the matrix to be inverted are not full rank; thus the

multi-zone reproduction problem is intrinsically ill-conditioned. In addition, when

implemented in a room environment, room compensation requires the knowledge of the

acoustic transfer function (ATF) and its estimation can be potentially a problem for

robustness. The Lagrange multiplier λ2 plays a similar role as that of the regularisation

parameters in the standard least square solutions to the inverse problem for improving

the conditioning of the problem.

• Dimensionality analysis : In the proposed solution [Eq. (10)], multi-zone sound field

reproduction is controlled by the sound field coefficients and translation matrices cor-

responding to each sound zone. Based on manipulating the sound field coefficients, the

modal-domain approach can control the sound field within a region. Representing the

sound field in the modal domain also shows fundamental properties of the multi-zone

problem. For example, the number of parameters required to represent the sound field

at wave number k within the qth sound zone, Nq = 2Nq + 1, is termed as dimension-

ality of the region22. Given all sound zones are confined to a general circular region of
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radius r0 with dimensionality N = 2N0 + 1, we need

2N0 + 1 ≥
Q∑
q=1

(2Nq + 1) (11)

so that sufficient degrees of freedoms are provided to control the sound field in each

zone. Assuming that the loudspeaker has an omnidirectional radiation pattern, the

value of N determines the minimum number of loudspeakers required for reproduction.

In terms of the measurement requirements, the dimensionality and the order of each

microphone together determine the number of microphones required for each zone and

for the global region. A practical design has been presented for reproduction inside a

room given the global sound field coefficients and the dimensionality results30.

• Coefficient of realisability : Multi-zone reproduction is fundamentally constrained when-

ever attempting to reproduce a sound field in the bright zone that has components

directed towards the dark zone. This is known as the occlusion problem 12;31. Usually,

a prior knowledge of the desired sound propagation direction and the sound zone geom-

etry is required to predict this problem. Here, we develop a parameter, the coefficient

of realisability, as an indicator of the reproduction limitation, which is

η = 1− ‖TdT
∗
bAb‖

‖T ∗bAb‖
, (12)

where T ∗bAb represents the energy projection of the desired bright zone sound field into

the global region (Tb and T ∗b are one-sided inverse as shown in the Appendix), whose
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Figure 2: The coefficient of realisability η as a function of the angle between the vector of the

virtual source direction and the vector from the dark zone origin to the bright zone origin

(two sound zones are assumed). Angles of 0◦ and 180◦ represent the occlusion angle in the

bright zone and dark zone side. The solid line and the dashed line correspond to the far-field

plane wave and the near-field cylindrical wave, respectively.

norm represents the energy projection. Similarly, ‖TdT
∗
bAb‖ represents the energy

leakage of a desired bright zone sound field into the dark zone.

This coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 indicates complete bright zone sound

leakage, i.e., the multi-zone filed cannot be realised, and 1 indicates no sound leakage

at all, or the best possible performance. Figure 2 plots η as a function of the angle

between the vector of the virtual source direction and the vector from the dark zone

origin to the bright zone origin (two sound zones are assumed). As shown in the
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figure, for the occlusion angle, the value of η is lowest. If the desired sound is a plane

wave, given the same sound zone geometry, the sound leakage is identical when the

bright zone and dark zone are switched. This is demonstrated by the symmetry in the

coefficient of realisability. However, when the virtual source is in the near field, or the

desired sound has a curved wavefront, the symmetry property does not hold especially

at occlusion angles and their surroundings. It is observed that when the virtual source

direction comes from the bright zone side, the coefficient tends to have a higher value

indicating better achievable performance. Notice that the developed parameter, the

coefficient of realisability, is only determined by the reproduced sound fields and sound

zone geometry, and is not affected by the loudspeaker array geometry and ATF of the

reproduction environment. Provided that the loudspeaker geometry is appropriate and

active listening room compensation is introduced, reproduction performance can hence

be made independent of the reverberation6.

In terms of reproducing multiple bright-zone sound fields, there are two options: (i)

calculating the coefficient of realisability for the whole system by augmenting additional

bright zone information into the translation matrix Tb and the coefficient matrix Ab; (ii)

calculating the coefficient of realisability for each zone, based on which the design criteria

can be further refined, for example giving the priority to the more realisable zone. Even

though the second case is not the scope of this work, the presented work can easily be
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extended to the case of multiple bright zones.

IV. Implementation Issues

This section deals with practical implementation issues, such as (i) choosing the value

of Lagrange multipliers to control the interference between sound zones and sound leakages

outside the sound zones and (ii) calculating the loudspeaker weights given the global sound

field coefficients.

A. Control of reproduction performance

The Lagrange multipliers λ1 and λ2 are used to adjust the relative importance of constraints

(7a) and (7b) for creating a very low level of sound pressure inside the dark zones and a

limit on the global sound field energy. Considering the intimate relationship between the

global sound field and dark zone sound field, the values of λ1 and λ2 should be determined

jointly. Here, Newton’s method is used to solve the Lagrange multipliers λ1 and λ2 , which are

guaranteed to converge at a quadratic rate32. In Table 1, the Algorithm is proposed to satisfy

the constraints (7a) and (7b) in equality so that the interference between sound zones and

the sound leakages outside sound zones can be controlled even when the reproduction within

the bright and dark zones is severely inconsistent. Figure 3 demonstrates its performance in

the occlusion problem compared with the perfect bright zone performance, perfect dark zone

performance23 and the reference modal-domain approach without the energy constraints22.
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Table 1: Algorithm: Determine Lagrange multipliers λ1 and λ2 for controlling sound energy

in the dark zone and global region.

1. From (10), obtain the global sound field coefficients B = Q−1T ∗bAb, and dark zone

sound field coefficients Ad = TdB = TdQ
−1T ∗bAb, where Q , T ∗bTb + λ1T

∗
dTd + λ2I.

2. Define the dark zone sound energy fd = A∗dAd = A∗bTbQ
−1T ∗dTdQ

−1T ∗bAb.

3. Define the global sound energy fg = B∗B = A∗bTbQ
−1Q−1T ∗bAb.

4. Determine λ1 and λ2 jointly to satisfy the dark zone sound energy constraint (7a)

and the global sound energy constraint (7b) with equality, that is fd = ed and fg = eg.

The Newton’s update formula is

 λn+1
1

λn+1
2

 =

 λn1

λn2

− J−1

 fd − ed

fg − eg

 ,

where J =

 ∂fd
∂λ1

∂fd
∂λ2

∂fg
∂λ1

∂fg
∂λ2

,

and ∂fd
∂λ1

= −2A∗dTdQ
−1T ∗dAd,

∂fd
∂λ2

= −A∗bTbQ
−2T ∗dAd −A∗dTdQ

−2T ∗bAb,

∂fg
∂λ1

= −B∗T ∗dTdQ
−1B −B∗Q−1T ∗dTdB,

∂fg
∂λ2

= −2B∗Q−1B′.

The resulting update implementation for λ1 and λ2 is

Initialization n = 0, λ01 ≥ 0, λ02 ≥ 0

Repeat

 λn+1
1

λn+1
2

 =

 λn1

λn2

− J−1(λn1 , λ
n
2 )

 fd(λn1 , λ
n
2 )− ed

fg(λ
n
1 , λ

n
2 )− eg

 ,
Until ‖Ad(λn+1

1 , λn+1
2 )−Ad(λn1 , λ

n
2 )‖ < εd for a small εd

and ‖B(λn+1
1 , λn+1

2 )−B(λn1 , λ
n
2 )‖ < εg for a small εg
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Figure 3: Multi-zone sound control for the occlusion problem. The desired field in the bright

zone is due to a plane wave from 0◦ for a frequency of 500 Hz. The bright zone and dark zone

are located at (2,0) and (-2,0), respectively. Shown is (a) the reproduction with the sound

field components that contribute to the sound in the dark zone are completely removed23,

(b) the reproduction resulted by letting all the sound field components leak from the bright

zone into the dark zone, (c) the reproduction using the proposed modal-domain control with

energy constraints, and (d) the reproduction using the reference modal-domain approach

without energy constraints22.
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B. Loudspeaker array design

Given the global sound field coefficients, the desired global sound field is readily obtained

from Eq. (2). An array of L loudspeakers is used for reproduction and its generated global

sound field can be written as

P̂ (x, k) =
L∑
`=1

w`(k)G`(x, k), (13)

where G`(x, k) represents the ATF between the `th loudspeaker and the observation point x

in the global system and w` is the loudspeaker weight. The ATF can also be parameterised

in the modal domain as

G`(x, k) =

N0∑
m=−N0

γm`(k)Jm(k‖x‖)eimx̂, (14)

where γm`(k) are ATF coefficients and assumed to be a prior knowledge obtained from

theoretical solutions or pre-calibration30;33. For example, for 2D sound propagation in the

free field, G`(x, k) = i
4
H

(1)
0 (k‖y` − x‖) and γm`(k) = i

4
H

(1)
m (k‖y`‖)e−imŷ` , where y` ≡

{‖y`‖, ŷ`} is the loudspeaker position and H
(1)
m (·) denotes the first kind Hankel function of

order m.

Based on Eqs. (2), (13) and (14), we can design loudspeaker weights w`(k) to match

every angular mode of a global sound field, i.e.,

L∑
`=1

w`(k)γm`(k) = βm(k), for m = −N0, . . . , N0. (15)
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Representing Eq. (15) in matrix form

ΓW = B, (16)

where W = [w1(k), . . . , wL(k)]T is the loudspeaker weight vector, B is the vector of the global

sound field coefficients, and Γ is a matrix of ATF coefficients γm`(k) of size (2N0 + 1)× L.

The least-squares method34 can then be applied to calculate the loudspeaker weights,

that is

W = Γ†B, (17)

where Γ† = [Γ∗Γ + λI]−1Γ∗ is the Moore-Penrose (Pseudo) inverse of Γ. Equation (17)

shows that the array effort, or the norm of the loudspeaker weights ‖W ‖, is controlled by

two parts, the norm of the entire global sound field ‖B‖ and the norm of the channel transfer

matrix from the generated sound field to the driving signals, ‖Γ†‖. In this paper, we focus

on controlling the norm of the generated sound field. The matrix Γ however can be ill-

conditioned too, especially at low frequencies when the acoustic wavelength is large relative

to the size of the control zones; a small amount of Tikhonov regularisation λ is applied

to improve the robustness of the solution. λ is also associated with the loudspeaker array

geometry and how they couple with the desired sound fields in the propagation environment.

This means that the matrix Γ can also be ill-conditioned for irregular or poorly chosen

loudspeaker array geometries or environmental conditions although this is not the scope of

the work here.
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V. Simulation Results

This section provides a verification and evaluation of the proposed modal-domain

multi-zone reproduction with the corresponding results introduced.

A. Simulation setup

We simulate two-zone reproduction examples in free-field and in a reverberant room of size

10× 9 m. Room reverberation is simulated using the image source method35 with the image

order up to 5 (i.e., 60 image sources) for each loudspeaker. The wall reflection coefficients

are 0.7 and a perfectly-absorbing surface is assumed for floor and ceiling. A circular array of

55 loudspeakers at a radius of 4 m is used to generate the two-zone sound field. The desired

sound field in the bright zone is due to a plane wave at the operating frequency of 500 Hz.

To evaluate the performance, we use the following three objective measures as introduced

in Sec.II.B

• The acoustic contrast between the sound fields generated in the bright zone Db and

dark zone Dd is used to quantify the sound leakage between two zones7,

χ(k) =
1
Vb

∫
Db
|P̂ (x, k)|2dx

1
Vd

∫
Dd
|P̂ (x, k)|2dx

, (18)

where Vb and Vd represent the areas of the zones Db and Dd, respectively.

• The relative mean square error between the desired sound field P (x, k) and reproduced

sound field P̂ (x, k) within the bright zone Db is used as the error metric, i.e., the bright
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zone error12

ε(k) =

∫
Db
|P̂ (x, k)− P (x, k)|2dx∫

Db
|P (x, k)|2dx

. (19)

• The array effort or the loudspeaker weight energy is defined to quantify the total output

for generating the desired sound effect29,

ew(k) = WHW . (20)

The developed parameter, the coefficient of realisability in Eq. (12), is examined as an

indicator of the multi-zone reproduction performance.

B. Two-zone example

In the two-zone example, the bright zone and dark zone are located at O1 = (2, 0) and

O2 = (−2, 0) with respect to the global origin, respectively. Each sound zone has a radius

of 1 m. We firstly set the constraints on the sound energy in the dark zone and in the global

region to ed = −40 dB and eg = 10 dB, respectively. These two parameters are defined in

Eqs. (7a) and (7b) and in particular ed is determined either by a threshold on the sound

level within the dark zone or based on the requirement of a certain contrast level between

sound zones. For personal audio, perceptual requirements should be taken into account for

setting the values of ed and eg, such as the noticeable level of reproduction error within the

bright zone and the acceptable level of audio interference reduction within the dark zone5.
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Figure 4: Example of a two-zone reproduction where a plane wave of frequency 500 Hz is

reproduced within the bright zone using a circular array of 55 loudspeakers with energy

constraints ed = −40 dB and eg = 10 dB. The plane wave is from the direction of 90◦ in (a)

and (c) or 0◦ in (b) and (d). The bright zone and dark zone of radius 1 m are located at

O1 = (2, 0) and O2 = (−2, 0) with respect to the global origin. The encircled regions are

the sound zones, the stars represent the loudspeaker positions, and the reproduction results

are shown in a free field (upper row) or a reverberant room (lower row). The results of

performance measures defined in (18)-(20) are given at the subplot caption.
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In addition, these two parameter may be frequency and audio dependent36. For a practical

implementation, the array effort should be considered as well with the knowledge of the

ATF.

The real parts of the reproduced sound fields for the propagation direction of 0◦ and 90◦

in the free field and reverberant room are shown in Fig. 4. When the desired sound comes

from the direction 90◦, which is perpendicular to the line drawn through the centres of the

zones, the coefficient of realisability η as shown in Fig. 2 is around 0.9 indicating that this

is a well conditioned problem. Figure 4 shows that this setting produces a very small bright

zone error in both free field and reverberant environments. However, the achievable ACC in

the free field is about 20 dB higher than that in a reverberant room. In the other example,

where the incident angle is 0◦, the coefficient of realisability η is less than 0.1 (corresponding

to the solid line in Fig. 2), indicating a high level of sound interference between the bright

and dark zone. Setting a small value for the constraint on the dark-zone sound energy forces

the creation of a quite zone; however the wave fronts produced in the desired bright zone

has artefacts.

C. Performance analysis

We firstly investigate the reproduction performance at different virtual source directions.

Figure 5 plots the results under a variety of sound energy constraints as the virtual source

incident angle in the example of Fig. 4 changes from 0◦ to 180◦. The result presented
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Figure 5: Reproduction performance as a plane wave incident angle is panned with different

sound energy limits. (a) and (b) are the metrics of the bright zone reproduction error and

the acoustic contrast between two zones, respectively.
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here corresponds to the free-field case. Comparing with the performance indicated by the

coefficient of realisability the solid line in Fig. 2, we can observe that when the angle is in-

line with both zones (0◦ and 180◦), i.e., the angles of occlusion, the coefficient of realisability

η reaches the lowest value and under the same optimisation constraint the system has the

worst performance. Similarly, when the incident angle is around 90◦, η reaches the highest

value; we have the best reproduction performance, i.e., the smallest bright zone error and the

highest acoustic contrast simultaneously. In terms of practical implementation, the system

performance depends heavily on the optimization constraints, reverberation conditions and

accuracy of ATF estimation. The proposed parameter, the coefficient of realisability, however

is developed as an indicator of the multi-zone reproduction limitation based on a quantitative

analysis of audio interference between sound zones. For example, for the case of smaller

sized sound zones and larger spacing between zones, there would be lower audio interference

between sound zones and thus a higher value of the coefficient of realisability.

Next, we examine how sound energy constraints, which determine the value of Lagrangian

multipliers λ1 and λ2 using the Algorithm in Table 1, would affect the reproduction perfor-

mance. Firstly, we fix the global sound energy constraint eg at 10 dB and decrease the

constraint ed on the dark-zone sound energy from −20 dB to −40 dB. The lower value of

ed means a higher priority of creating low-level sounds inside the dark zone and is normally

associated with a larger value of λ1. A higher acoustic contrast can be achieved for all cases
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including the occlusion angle. For example, in Fig. 5 (b), more than 25 dB acoustic contrast

is achieved for the angle of occlusion when ed ≤ −30 dB. On the other hand, when the dark

zone energy ed is fixed to −20 dB, increasing the value of eg from 5 dB to 15 dB gives reduced

bright zone error and higher acoustic contrast. This is due to the fact that a relaxed limit on

the global sound energy gives a low value of λ2 and the priority to satisfy the bright zone and

dark zone design criteria. However, for a practical implementation it is necessary to limit

the global sound zone energy so that several undesirable characteristics in the multi-zone

reproduction system can be minimized. These are: (1) the sound levels outside the sound

zones and the required array effort, (2) the level of reverberation outside the global sound

zone, and (3) the sensitivity to the ill-posedness of the problem.

D. Discussion

The proposed method adopts a very similar concept to PM for controlling both magnitude

and phase of the reproduced sound field within the bright zone but using the modal-domain

approach, i.e., the so-called “mode matching”. A Lagrangian is formulated in the modal

domain with additional constraints added to control the sound field energy in the dark zone

and global region. This is equivalent to combining ACC and mode matching for multi-zone

reproduction. The difference is that instead of maximising the acoustic contrast between the

bright and dark zone, the proposed method aims to maintain a certain level of sound energy

within the dark zone.
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Figure 6: Wideband system performance as predicted by the coefficient of realisability.

The simulation results demonstrate that by choosing appropriate values of two Lagrange

multipliers we can tune the bright zone and dark zone performances. The proposed method

is not restricted to two zone reproduction as in the work23 but applicable to sound control

within higher number of zones.

In terms of the wide-band design, we plot the coefficient of realisability in Fig. 6 for

illustration. At low frequencies, sound zones become close together relative to the acoustic

wavelength. As a result, the ATF to the zones become highly correlated, and the maximum

achievable performance drops. The exception is for the angle of occlusion (φ = 0◦), at

high frequencies, sound propagates more in straight lines which exacerbates the occlusion

problem.The computational complexity of the Newton’s based algorithm also scales with
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frequency. This is due to the fact that at low frequencies the number of modes in the global

region is small and at high frequencies it is large. The required Lagrange multipliers will

vary with frequency as well.In practice these should not vary too fast with frequency, as they

may produce severe transients in the filters of the loudspeaker driving units.The global sound

energy constraint, i.e., effort-based regularisation, has the effect of reducing the transients

in the filters.

VI. Conclusion

This paper has provided theoretical insights into the multi-zone control problem, based on

formulating the problem in the modal domain using cylindrical harmonic expansion of the

sound fields and a translation matrix to relate the local and global sound fields. We reviewed

the general framework of the multi-zone control on the sound field expansion coefficients

using the Lagrange cost function that combines the principles of mode matching and ACC

to recreate a desired sound field in the bright zone and to minimise, at the same time, the

sound level in the dark zone and global region. The intrinsic ill-posedness of the multi-

zone problem was analyzed using a Lagrangian-style solution. The coefficient of realisability

was proposed as an indicator of the performance limitation, such as the occlusion problem,

with the knowledge of the bright-zone sound field coefficients and sound zone geometry.

Simulation results showed that by choosing appropriate values of the Lagrange multipliers

to satisfy the sound energy constraints in the dark zone and global region, the proposed
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method achieves a compromise between good bright zone performance and suitable dark

zone performance. The efficient design of the loudspeaker filters with desirable time-domain

properties is a topic of future work.

VII. Appendix

The coefficients of the bright zone sound field and that of the global sound field are

related by the following two equations

α(b)
n (k) =

N0∑
m=−N0

Jm−n(krb)ei(m−n)φbβm(k), n = −Nb, . . . , Nb (A1)

βm(k) =

Nb∑
n=−Nb

Jm−n(krb)e−i(m−n)φbα(b)
n (k), m = −N0, . . . , N0. (A2)

In matrix form, we have

Ab = TbB, B = T̂bAb, (A3)

where Ab = [α
(b)
−Nb

(k), . . . , α
(b)
Nb

(k)] and B = [β−N0(k), . . . , βN0(k)] are column vectors of

bright zone sound field coefficients and global sound field coefficients, respectively. The

translation matrices

Tb =


J−N0+Nb

(krb)ei(−N0+Nb)φb · · · JN0+Nb
(krb)ei(N0+Nb)φb

...
. . .

...

J−N0−Nb
(krb)ei(−N0−Nb)φb · · · JN0−Nb

(krb)ei(N0−Nb)φb

 (A4)
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and

T̂b =


J−N0+Nb

(krb)e−i(−N0+Nb)φb · · · J−N0−Nb
(krb)e−i(−N0−Nb)φb

...
. . .

...

JN0+Nb
(krb)e−i(N0+Nb)φb · · · JN0−Nb

(krb)e−i(N0−Nb)φb

 (A5)

are of size Nb ×N0 and N0 ×Nb, respectively, with Nb = 2Nb + 1 and N0 = 2N0 + 1.

We observe here that

Tb = T̂ ∗b (A6)

and also

TbT̂b =


ϕ(−Nb,−Nb) · · · ϕ(−Nb, Nb)

...
. . .

...

ϕ(Nb,−Nb) · · · ϕ(Nb, Nb)

 , (A7)

where

ϕ(n1, n2) ,
N0∑

m=−N0

Jm−n1(krb)ei(m−n1)φbJm−n2(krb)e−i(m−n2)φb

=

N0∑
m=−N0

Jm−n1(krb)Jm−n2(krb)ei(n2−n1)φb

= ei(n2−n1)φb

N0−n1∑
m′=−N0−n1

Jm′(krb)Jm′−(n2−n1)(krb) (A8)

with m′ = m− n1. For a bright zone radius rb ≤ min(|N0 − n1|, |N0 + n1|)/k, (A8) can be
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approximated as

ϕ(n1, n2) ∼= ei(n2−n1)φb

∞∑
m′=−∞

Jm′(krb)Jm′−(n2−n1)(krb)

= ei(n2−n1)φb

∞∑
m′=−∞

Jm′(krb)Jn2−n1−m′(−krb)

= ei(n2−n1)φbJn2−n1(0) =

{
0, n1 6= n2

1, n1 = n2.

(A9)

The derivation is based on the addition formula for Bessel functions37

Jn(x+ y) =
∞∑

m=−∞

Jm(x)Jn−m(y). (A10)

Therefore, provide the global region is big enough so that

rb ≤
min(|N0 − n1|, |N0 + n1|)

k
=
N0 −Nb

k
= r −Rb,

i.e, r ≥ rb +Rb, we have

TbT̂b = TbT
∗
b = I. (A11)

This shows that Tb and T ∗b are one-sided inverse.

Given the following relations and based on (A11)

TbT
∗
bAb = Ab = TbB,

we have

T ∗bAb = B.
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